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ABSTRACT
This paper provides a SAS® macro, called IA_CTT, for conducting item analysis using classical test theory (CTT). Item analysis from this macro yields information that includes test score statistics (e.g., mean, median, mode, Q1, Q3, standard deviation, skewness, kurtosis, alpha, standard error of measurement), individual item statistics (e.g., p-value, point-biserial correlation, corrected point-biserial correlation, reliability when item deleted, upper- and lower-group item discrimination), frequency distributions of individual options for each item based on overall samples and two different groups from top 25% (above Q3) and bottom 25% (below Q1) students (i.e., distractor analysis), and Mantel-Haenszel differential item functioning statistics. The macro reads in data from Microsoft Excel and exports outputs as Excel files. In addition to the macro for item analysis, this paper also provides interpretations of all the relevant statistics. Exemplary outputs are shown and interpreted at the end of the paper.
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INTRODUCTION
Even though more advanced psychometric models, such as item response theory (IRT) or cognitive diagnostic models (CDM), have been widely applied, item analysis based on classical test theory (CTT) is still very often employed by researchers and practitioners for the purpose of test development (Yu & Wong, 2003). Item analysis helps identify problems with test items for test construction or the development of item banks that will be used continually. These problems can be corrected, resulting in a better test and a high-quality measurement (Lei & Wu, 2007). Item analysis is also a useful tool anytime when students complain about items in and out of classrooms.

This paper provides a SAS® macro, called IA_CTT, using base SAS for conducting item analysis using classical test theory. Item analysis from this macro yields information that includes test score statistics, individual item statistics, and distractor analysis (DA). Test score statistics include mean, median or 50 percentile, Q1 or 25 percentile, Q3 or 75 percentile, standard deviation, skewness, kurtosis, Cronbach’s alpha, and standard error of measurement. Individual item statistics involve p-value, standard deviation for p-value, point-biserial correlation, corrected point-biserial correlation, test reliability, test reliability when item deleted, the correct number and percent in the upper group, the correct number and percentage in the lower group, and item discrimination between the upper and lower group. Distractor analysis statistics include frequency distributions of individual options for each item based on overall samples and two different groups from top 25% (i.e., above Q3; the upper group) and bottom 25% (i.e., below Q1; the lower group) students.

The macro reads in data from Microsoft Excel and exports outputs as Excel files. In addition to the macro for item analysis, this paper also demonstrates how to use this macro and presents the exemplary data format in excel and all the exemplary outputs at the paper.

THE IA_CTT MACRO
*---------------------------------------*
|MACRO FOR ITEM AND DISTRACTOR ANALYSES |
*---------------------------------------*;
options mprint;
%macro IA_CTT (nitems=, path=, dataname=, sheetname=);

/*EXTRACT THE DATA SET FROM MICROSOFT EXCEL;*/
PROC IMPORT OUT= WORK.tmp
  DATAFILE= "&path\&dataname"
  DBMS=xlsx
  REPLACE;
  SHEET="&sheetname"
GETNAMES=YES;
Data tmp1;
set work.tmp;
keep id gender r1-r&nitems;
run;

/*EXPORT THE EXTRACTED DATA SET AS A TEXT FILE;*/
data tmp2;
set tmp1;
file "&path tmp.txt";
put id 1-5 gender 6-9 @11 (r1-r&nitems) ($1.);
run;

/*CREATE THE KEY ARRAY, THE RESPONSE ARRAY, AND THE BINARY DATA ARRAY;*/
Data one;
infile "&path tmp.txt";
array k[&nitems] $1 k1-k&nitems;
array r[&nitems] $2 r1-r&nitems;
array x[&nitems] $3 x1-x&nitems;
retain k1-k&nitems;
if _N_ = 1 then
  input @11 (k1-k&nitems) ($1.);
  input @1 ID 1-5
    @6 gender 6-9
    @11 (r1-r&nitems) ($1.);
  do i = 1 to &nitems;
    if k[i] eq r[i] then do;
      x[i] = 1;
      substr(r[i],2,1) = '*';
    end;
    else x[i] = 0;
  end;
  total = sum (of x1-x&nitems);
drop i;
run;

*EXPORT THE SCORE DISTRIBUTION TABLE;
ods excel file="&path scodist.xlsx"
  style=pearl
  /*Sheet_interval of "none" means that each PROC won’t generate a
  new sheet automatically*/
  options(sheet_interval="none" sheet_name="scodist");
PROC FREQ data=one;
  Tables total / out=total;
Run;
ods excel close;

*EXPORT THE RESPONSE FREQUENCY TABLE FOR EACH ITEM;
ods excel file="&path respfreq.xlsx"
  style=pearl
  options(sheet_interval="none" sheet_name="respfreq");
proc freq data=one;
  tables r1-r&nitems/list sparse nocum;
run;
ods excel close;
CONDUCT NECESSARY ANALYSES, SUCH AS CORRELATION, ALPHA, MEAN, TO OBTAIN THE STATISTICS WE WANT;

PROC CORR DATA=one NOPRINT OUTP=PTBIS;
  VAR x1-x&nitems;
  WITH total;
RUN;
PROC CORR DATA=one NOCORR NOSIMPLE ALPHA noprint OUTP=alpha;
  VAR x1-x&nitems;
RUN;
PROC MEANS DATA=one N MEAN STD MIN Q1 MEDIAN Q3 MAX SKEWNESS KURTOSIS NOPRINT;
  OUTPUT OUT=test_stat1 N=TOTAL N MEAN=TOTAL MEAN STD=TOTAL STD MIN=TOTAL_MIN Q1=TOTAL_Q1 MEDIAN=TOTAL_MEDIAN Q3=TOTAL_Q3 MAX=TOTAL_MAX SKEWNESS=TOTAL_SK KURTOSIS=TOTAL_KUR;
  VAR total;
RUN;
CREATE THE SUMMARY STATISTICS TABLE FOR THE TEST;

DATA test_stat2;
  SET test_stat1;
  RENAME _freq_=N;
  RENAME TOTAL_N=USED_N;
  RENAME total_MEAN=MEAN;
  RENAME TOTAL_STD=STD;
  RENAME TOTAL_MIN=MIN;
  RENAME TOTAL_Q1=Q1;
  RENAME TOTAL_MEDIAN=MEDIAN;
  RENAME TOTAL_Q3=Q3;
  RENAME TOTAL_MAX=MAX;
  RENAME TOTAL_SK=SKEWNESS;
  RENAME TOTAL_KUR=KURTOSIS;
  DROP _type_;
DATA test_alpha;
  SET alpha;
  IF _type_='RAWALPHA';
  KEEP x1;
  RENAME X1=ALPHA;
DATA test_stat3;
  MERGE test_stat2 test_alpha;
  SEM=STD*SQRT(1-ALPHA);
proc transpose data=test_stat3 out=test_dst1 prefix=VALUE;

DATA test_dst;
  SET test_dst1;
  RENAME _NAME_=STATISTIC;
  RENAME VALUE1=VALUE;
RUN;
EXPORT TEST STATISTICS;*/
ODS EXCEL file="&path\testsummary.xlsx" Style=pearl
  OPTIONS(sheet_interval="none" sheet_name="test");
Proc print data=test_dst;
  format statistic $12.;
  title 'SUMMARY STATISTICS FOR THE TEST';
RUN;
ods excel close;

EXTRACT EACH STATISTIC FOR ITEM SUMMARY
data item_N;
  set PTBIS;
  if _type_='N';
    drop _type_ _name_
  proc transpose data=item_N out=item_N1 prefix=USED_N;
  proc sort; by _name_; run;

data item_mean;
  set PTBIS;
  if _type_='MEAN';
    drop _type_ _name_
  proc transpose data=item_mean out=item_mean1 prefix=P_Value;
  proc sort; by _name_; run;

data item_std;
  set PTBIS;
  if _type_='STD';
    drop _type_ _name_
  proc transpose data=item_std out=item_std1 prefix=P_STD;
  proc sort; by _name_; run;

data item_corr;
  set PTBIS;
  if _type_='CORR';
    drop _type_ _name_
  proc transpose data=item_corr out=item_corr1 prefix=PBIS_CORR;
  proc sort; by _name_; run;

data test_corr;
  SET alpha;
  IF _TYPE_ = 'RAWALPHA';
    DROP _TYPE_ _NAME_
  proc transpose data=test_corr out=test_corr1 prefix=TEST_ALPHA;
  proc sort; by _name_; run;

data test_corr_deleted;
  SET alpha;
  IF _TYPE_ = 'RAWALDEL';
    DROP _TYPE_ _NAME_
  proc transpose data=test_corr_deleted out=test_corr_deleted1 prefix=TEST_ALPHA_DELETED;
  proc sort; by _name_; run;

data corrected_item_corr;
  SET alpha;
  IF _TYPE_ = 'RAWCTDEL';
    DROP _TYPE_ _NAME_
  proc transpose data=corrected_item_corr out=corrected_item_corr1 prefix=CORRECTED_ITEM_corr;
  proc sort; by _name_; run;

* +++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++*
CREATE THE SUMMARY STATISTICS TABLE FOR TEST ITEMS
* +++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++*

data item_dst;
merge item_N1 item_mean1 item_std1 item_corr1 CORRECTED_ITEM_CORR1 TEST_CORR1 TEST_CORR1 Deleted1;
by _name_
RENAMe _NAME_ =ITEM;
RENAMe USED_N1 = USED_N;
RENAMe P_VALUE1 = P.VALUE;
RENAMe P_STD1 = P_STD;
RENAMe PBIS_CORR1 = PBIS_CORR;
RENAMe CORRECTED_ITEM_CORR1 = CORRECTED_PBIS_CORR;
RENAMe TEST_ALPHA1 = TEST_ALPHA;
RENAMe TEST_ALPHA_DELETED1 = TEST_ALPHA_DELETED;
q=input(compress(_name_,'x'),8.);
run;
**Merge two datasets: raw and binary datasets**

```sas
DATA two;
set one;
if _N_ = 1 then set TEST_STAT3;
drop USED_N STD MIN MAX SKEWNESS KURTOSIS ALPHA SEM;
```

**CREATE THE grouping variables for distract analysis**

```sas
data group;
set two;
if total ge q3 then group = 2;
else if total le q1 then group = 1;
else group = .;
proc format;
  value group 1 = 'lower group'
               2 = 'upper group'
               . = 'missing';
run;
```

**COMPUTE ITEM DISCRIMINATION: THE UPPER AND LOWER GROUPS APPROACH**

*Create N: frequency and PCT: percent for two groups;*

```sas
data long_form;
set group;
array r[*] $2 r1-r&nitems;
do q = 1 to &nitems;
  choice = r[q];
  output;
end;
keep id group q choice;
```

```sas
data lower;
set long_form;
if group=1;
proc tabulate data=lower;
class q choice;
table q*choice,
n='n'*f=comma9.
PCTN <choice> ;
ods output table=aa;
run;
data lower_group;
set aa;
if index (choice, '**');
keep q choice N pctN_10;
rename N = N_LOWER;
rename pctN_10 = PCT_LOWER;
```

```sas
data upper;
set long_form;
if group=2;
proc tabulate data=upper;
class q choice;
```
table q*choice,
    n='n'*f=comma9.
PCTN <choice> ;
ods output table=bb; run;
data upper_group;
    set bb;
    if index (choice, '*');
    keep q choice N pctN_10;
    rename N = N_UPPER;
    rename pctN_10 = PCT_UPPER;
proc sort data=item_dst; by q;
proc sort data=lower_group; by q;
proc sort data=upper_group; by q;
data item_dst;
    merge item_dst lower_group upper_group;
    by q;
    drop q choice;
    DISC_Q1Q3 = (PCT_UPPER - PCT_LOWER)/100;
*EXPORT THE DISTRACTOR ANALYSIS TABLE FOR EACH ITEM;
ods excel file="&path\distractor.xlsx" Style=pearl
    options(sheet_interval="none" sheet_name="distractor");
proc SORT data=GROUP; by group;
run;
proc freq DATA=GROUP;
    TABLE group*(r1-r&nitems)/SPARSE NOCOL NOPERCENT;
    FORMAT GROUP GROUP.; run;
ods excel close;

*EXPORT THE SUMMARY TABLE OF ITEM STATISTICS;
ods excel file="&path\itemstats.xlsx" Style=pearl
    options(sheet_interval="none" sheet_name="item");
proc print data=ITEM_DST;
    title 'SUMMARY STATISTICS FOR TEST ITEMS';
    format _numeric_ 7.3;
run;
ods excel close; %mend;

INVOKING THE MACRO

To conduct item and distractor analyses using this macro, there is one element in the macro that needs to be modified in order to fit your datasets. In the section of "export the extracted dataset as a text file", you may have more variables in your dataset, numeric or character. The variable names and location and length of the variables need to be specified as they are in the text data file. The dollar sign ($) needs to be added for the character variables. In the section of "create the key array, the response array, and the binary data array", the locations of the key array and the response array should be consistent with those in the previous section.
data tmp2;
set tmp1;
file 'c:\test2015.txt';
put id 1-5 gender 6-9 @11 (r1-r&nitems) ($1.);
run;

/*CREATE THE KEY ARRAY, THE RESPONSE ARRAY, AND THE BINARY DATA ARRAY;*/

if _N_ = 1 then
input @11 (k1-k&nitems) ($1.);
input @1 ID 1-5
@6 gender 6-9
@11 (r1-r&nitems) ($1.);

Below is the illustrating data file (Figure 1). The first row lists variables. The response variable names should be consistent with those in the macro. Here “r” is used, representing “response”. The second row has the keys. The students’ responses start in the third row.

![Figure 1. The Illustrating Data for the Macro.](image)

The arguments used for this macro are shown below. The arguments indicate that there are 12 items (nitems=12). The data are located in the C drive (path=c:\) and the data file name is called “test2015.xlsx” (dataname=test2015.xlsx). The worksheet name for the data is called “sheet1” (sheetname=sheet1).

`%IA_CTT (nitems=12, path=C:\, dataname=test2015.xlsx, sheetname=sheet1);`

**OUTPUT EXAMPLES FROM THE MACRO**

As mentioned earlier, this macro is able to yield a series of useful tables, including the test summary table (Figure 2), the score distribution table (Figure 3), individual item summary table (Figure 4), the response frequency table for each item (e.g., Figure 5).
CONCLUSION

The first author has worked several projects with school districts in terms of conducting item and distractor analyses as well as interpreting students’ performance based on their test scores. It is found that there is a need to create a friendly-used macro for item analysis. Lei and Wu (2007) indicate some limitations of the currently existing software so they created a SAS macro for item analysis using SAS/IML. However, not all SAS users have access to IML. This paper introduces a macro that is developed using Base SAS. This macro imports data from Excel and exports outputs to Excel, which is the most commonly used software by practitioners (e.g., psychometricians at school
This macro yields all the necessary outputs for test analysis and item and distractor analyses which are produced by commercial software such as ITEMAN (Assessment Systems Corporation, 1989).
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